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AA mmeeddiieevvaall ccrroossss aarrmm wwiitthh AArraabbiicc tteexxtt::
MMoozzaarraabbiicc,, MMuuddeejjaarr,, oorr ootthheerr??

T he object pictured is probably the broken arm of a Christian cross1. It is of bronze and bears an Arabic
inscription in very late nesji style that can be read as:

“bialAb al salām”, which may be translated, with certain license, as “with the Father is the peace” or “with the Father
comes the peace”2. To read the calligraphic text as it has been proposed one has to take into account that the last
letter of the first word, a bā ,ب and the last letter of the second word, a mīm ,م is suspended over their respective
words as can be seen in fig 1.The epigraphic style seems, at first appreciation, to be in very late Mudejar style.

The form of the arm is trapezoidal and convex lengthwise with the epigraphic text framed in an incised linear engraved
all along its length and its wider section, where a small lobular decoration mark the angles where the three lines meet.
While the section where the arm, perhaps in an act of disapproving violence, was broken off from the main body of
the cross there is a palm leaf decorative motive formed by five leaf lines that develop upwards to a final semicircular
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line. The palm leaf lines could have been a few more on the adjoining root section from where this cross arm was
broken off.The backdrop of the epigraphic text is decorated by incised inclined lines.

From the size of this arm it can be inferred that this was probably not a personal cross, to be worn hidden if need be,
but a small processional one whose function would have had some sort of external manifestation. Adding a couple
hypothetical centimeters to the broken section where it was joined and assuming the lateral arms were of equal length
the complete width of the cross would have been approximately 160 milimeters, much too large as said for a personal
cross. The arms narrow at their root and broaden to the perimeter which would put its basic shape under the
nomenclature of the so named “cross patte”3.This is the typical form of all the extant Visigoth crosses known to us4.
As far as the evidence we have, to date, all their crosses without exception are aniconic in tradition, as is for that
matter the one presently discussed5.

If our reading is correct it is reasonable to speculate that this cross in its complete form would have further epigraphy
on its other arms all necessarily referring to the two other components of the Nicean Christian Trinity, that is the Son
and the Holy Spirit. If the cross arms followed the order of the act of the Christian Catholic crossing which starts on the
forehead with the phrase “in the name of the Father” the arm in discussion would plausibly be at the top of the
hypothetical reconstruction of the complete cross.

Accepting the probable assertion of the owners that this object was found in the city of Seville, this cross arm would
be a unique material registry that has no parallel in the known medieval crosses of the Iberian Peninsula.The use of
Arabic would clearly indicate the owner as somebody belonging to some sector of society that held that language as
culturally important to their own perceived ethnicity.This condition elicits a difficult to answer historiographic question:
was it of Mozarabic, Mudejar, or other origin?

A question posed for which the present authors have no acceptable answer.But if an educated guess had to be made
this cross belongs sometime between the time of the pragmatic of 1502 promulgated by Charles V that obliged all
Mudejars either to forced conversion to Catholicism or exile and the pragmatic of 1567 promulgated by his son Philip
II forbidding any manifestation of the Arabic language, be it by speech, reading or writing.
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